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We have investigated the van der Waals complexes consistingof the one from each of the two groups: (Rg, CO, N2 or CO2) and
(dimethyl ether, dimethyl sulfide, ethylene oxide or ethylene sulfide), by using Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy supplemented
by ab initio MO calculations, in order to understand the dynamical behavior of van der Waals complexes and to obtain information on the
potential function to internal motions in complexesa. One example of the N2 complex was included: N2-dimethyl ether, for which we
reported a preliminary resultb. In the present study we focused attention to the N2-EO (ethylene oxide) complex. We have detected two
sets of strong-weak pairs rotational spectra for the15N2-EO, and, because the complex was a very near prolate symmetric-top molecule
with the asymmetric parameter≈ −0.9998, have analyzed them using the asymmetric-rotor program ofS-reduction, with the standard
deviation of 20 kHz or so. The spectra of14N2-EO were similar, although they were split into hyperfine components due to the nuclear
quadrupole coupling of the two nitrogen atoms. The relativeintensities of the four sets of the spectra were consistent with the assignment
that the four sets of the rotational spectra were due to the four eigenstates created by the exchange of the two nitrogen atoms of the N2
and the two methylene groups of the EO. Two isomers were then expected to exist for15NN-EO, one with15N in the inner and the
other in the outer position, and in fact the spectra of such isomers were observed, accompanied by one weaker set. We have observed
an interesting correlation among some of the molecular parameters:A, DJK andDK , for the two pairs of the spectra. These perturbing
effects cannot be ascribed to the first-order Coriolis interaction between the two states under consideration, but are probably caused by
a combined effect of the two internal motions: exchanges of the equivalent atoms and/or groups in, or internal rotationsof, N2 and EO.
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